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The ferrimagnetic insulator yttrium iron garnet (YIG) has continually attracted a great deal of attention in condensed matter physics, especially in the spintronics community. For example, the discovery of the spin Seebeck effect has led to a rapid development of insulator-based spincaloritronics 1, 2 . In bilayer structures containing a normal metal (NM) layer having strong spinorbit coupling and a YIG layer, magnetoresistance in Pt emerges and evolves with temperature [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Associated with many interesting phenomena in YIG/NM bilayers, a hotly debated issue is whether the magnetic proximity effect or the pure spin current effect plays a more important role.
Both mechanisms can produce magnetoresistance, namely the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR), the spin Hall magnetoresistance (SMR), and the anomalous Hall-like effects. A proximity-induced ferromagnetic layer in Pt can generate the anomalous Hall effect (AHE) just as normal ferromagnetic conductors do. However, pure spin current, through the non-zero imaginary part of the spin-mixing conductance, can also give rise to an AHE-like response at the YIG/NM interface 12 , but the relative importance of each mechanism has not been systematically addressed.
Experimentally, anomalous Hall-like response has been observed in YIG/NM bilayers such as YIG/Pt and YIG/Pd 4, 6, 10, 13 . In ferromagnetic conductors, the Hall response contains two parts:
the ordinary Hall effect (OHE) which is linear in field, and the AHE which is proportional to the out-of-plane magnetization. Since YIG grown on gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG) has easyplane anisotropy, the AHE signal is non-hysteretic but saturates at high fields. This has been treated as the basis of separating out the AHE contribution. However, such separation can be problematic. First, the observed Hall saturation field is an order larger than that of the YIG magnetization (~2000 Oe) 4, 6, 10 . Second, even the sign and magnitude of the OHE background of YIG/NM is far from being understood 13, 14 Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is well known for growing coherently strained pseudomorphic films 15 . We first prepare our TIG PLD targets. Highly homogeneous and dense targets are fabricated through combination of a chemical precursor approach and the current activated and pressure assisted densification method 23, 24 . The detailed information about TIG target preparation will be published elsewhere 23 . We have successfully grown atomically flat, epitaxial To further characterize the magnetic anisotropy, a ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) study is carried out using a Bruker 9.3 GHz X-band EMX EPR spectrometer. A static magnetic field H is applied at an angle  H with respect to the film normal. Fig. 2 To maintain high-quality interfaces in bilayers, TIG is immediately transferred to a highvacuum sputtering system for Pt or Cu deposition without being exposed to any resist or organic substance. Before the metal layer deposition, TIG films are lightly cleaned using Ar plasma for 3 minutes. Standard photolithography and Ar inductively coupled plasma etching are performed to pattern the metal layers into Hall-bars with the length of L=300 µm and the width of W=100 µm.
Magneto-transport measurements are performed at room temperature either with an electromagnet or with a superconducting magnet in a Physical Property Measurement System. there is no ambiguity in separating AHE from the total Hall signal. In samples with different Pt thicknesses but sharing the same underlying TIG film, the AHE magnitude steadily decreases as the Pt layer thickness as shown in Fig. 3(b) , suggesting its interfacial nature.
Two possible mechanisms can give rise to the AHE hysteresis in paramagnetic Pt. First, if the Pt interface layer is magnetized by TIG via proximity coupling, then it behaves effectively as a thin ferromagnetic metal, and consequently the hysteresis can arise from the conventional AHE mechanism 30 . As the Pt thickness increases, the AHE signal from the interface layer is diluted by the increasing paramagnetic portion. The other possible mechanism is the spin Hall-AHE (SH-AHE), a spin current effect 12, 13 , which originates from spin precession around the exchange field due to the presence of the magnetic layer. Both SH-AHE and SMR share the same origin, and are theoretically connected to the imaginary and real parts of the same spin-mixing conductance respectively. We have carried out room temperature magnetoresistance measurements with a rotating field 1 T in the same set of samples as used for the Fig. 3(b) inset. The SMR data show a similar decreasing trend which is included in the supplementary materials 31 . Therefore, both mechanisms seem to be plausible to explain the Pt thickness dependence of the Hall magnitude.
In order to further distinguish the two mechanisms of the Hall hysteresis in TIG/Pt, we insert finite Hall hysteresis loop in Set 2 strongly suggests that spin current plays a more important role rather than the proximity coupling when the inserted Cu is thick, since the latter is expected to be short-ranged.
We vary the Cu layer thickness from t Cu 1.5 to 5 nm in both TIG/Pt(2 nm)/Cu/SiO 2 and TIG/Cu/Pt(2 nm)/SiO 2 sets. We note that even with the same Cu thickness the resistance of the two samples with the opposite Cu and Pt stacking orders is different. The resistance difference is more pronounced in thin Cu samples. It may be caused by different Cu textures when it is grown on different materials, i.e. TIG or Pt. To better correlate the shunting effect as the Cu layer thickness is varied, we measure the total resistance of the samples. In Fig. 4(b) , we plot the AHE magnitude as a function of the total measured resistance instead of the Cu thickness. As the Cu thickness increases, the resistance of the both sets decrease and at the same time the AHE magnitude decreases due to the shunting effect. However, the TIG/Pt (2 nm)/Cu/SiO 2 AHE curve stays consistently above that of TIG/Cu/Pt (2 nm)/SiO 2 . The gap between these two AHE curves reveals the importance of the magnetic proximity coupling. As the Cu thickness approaches zero in Set 2, i.e. extrapolating the curve for Set 2 to the same resistance value as that of TIG/Pt (2 nm)/SiO 2 , the difference between the two curves, ∆ 1 , should represent the contribution from the proximity effect, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . After separating out the proximity-induced AHE 7 contribution, the remaining AHE signal, ∆ 2 , is clearly from the spin current effect, i.e. SH-AHE. Below we adopt a simple model to explain the overall Cu layer thickness dependence in both sets. We assume the AHE voltage from the Pt layer to be the voltage source and the presence of the Cu layer merely shunts the current flowing in Pt; therefore the measured AHE voltage is reduced. The AHE source may contain more than one mechanism. With this simple circuit model, the measured AHE resistance scales with the total sample resistance squared, i.e.
= ( ) 2 0 , here 0 being the AHE resistance from the Pt layer only regardless of its physical origin, R being the total resistance of the samples, and R Pt being the resistance of the Pt layer. Fig. 4(c) is the 0 vs. t Cu plot. As the Cu thickness varies, 0 is nearly constant for both sample sets. It means that the decreased AHE magnitude in thicker Cu samples can indeed be described by the current shunting effect. When the Pt layer is directly on top of TIG, the constant value is clearly larger than when the Cu layer separates the Pt layer from TIG. The former contains both proximity induced AHE and SH-AHE; therefore, we attribute the difference between the two values to the proximity induced mechanism which apparently dominates the other. However, we cannot completely rule out a possibility that the attenuation of the spin current by YIG/Cu and Cu/Pt interfaces gives rise to the dramatic reduction in the AHE magnitude.
In summary, by controlling interfacial strain, we have obtained robust PMA in TIG thin films. 
